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Faint galaxies are important!No. 1, 2000 IDENTIFYING REIONIZATION REDSHIFT 23

FIG. 1.ÈRedshift evolution of the SFR (in yr~1 per comovingM
_Mpc3). Points with error bars are observational estimates (compiled by

Blain et al. 1999). Also shown are model predictions for a reionization
redshift (solid curves), 10 (dashed curves), and 13 (dotted curves),zreion \ 7
with a star formation efficiency of g \ 10%. In each pair of curves, the
upper shows the total SFR, and the lower the fraction detectable with
NGST at a limiting point-source Ñux of 0.25 nJy.

dial gas at and it is smaller at However,z \ zreion, z [ zreion.
the recycled gas contribution to the detectable SFR is domi-
nant at the highest redshifts, since infalling halos more
massive than dominate the star formation in theMmin(z)
most massive halos, and only these most massive halos are
bright enough to be detected from the pre-reionization era.
Although most stars at form out of primordial,z Z zreionzero-metallicity gas, a majority of stars in detectable gal-
axies may form out of the small gas fraction that has
already been enriched by the Ðrst generation of stars.

Points with error bars in Figure 1 are observational esti-
mates of the cosmic SFR per comoving volume at various
redshifts (see Blain et al. 1999 for the original references).
The highest SFR estimates at z D 3È4 are based on sub-
millimeter observations or on extinction-corrected obser-
vations at shorter wavelengths, and all are fairly uncertain.
We choose g \ 10% to obtain a rough agreement between
the models and these observations. The SFR curves are
roughly proportional to the value of g. Note that in reality,
g may depend on the halo mass, since the e†ect of super-
nova feedback may be more pronounced in small galaxies.

Figure 1 shows a sharp rise in the total SFR at redshifts
higher than Although only a fraction of the total SFRzreion.
can be detected with NGST , the detectable SFR displays a
deÐnite signature of the reionization redshift. As noted in
° 2, if quasars were abundant before reionization, then stars
may have formed in smaller halos through cooling6H2(Haiman et al. 2000). In this case, the SFR rise would be
even larger than in the cases shown in Figure 1, but the

6 Note, however, that the harder quasar spectra may lead to broader
ionization fronts and to preheating of the neutral IGM that would
suppress gas infall into the lowest mass halos. This negative e†ect was not
considered by Haiman et al. (2000).

detected SFR would be essentially unchanged, since the
additional galaxies would be extremely faint.

Most of the increase in SFR beyond the reionization red-
shift is due to star formation occurring in very small, and
thus faint, galaxies. This evolution in the faint luminosity
function constitutes the clearest observational signature of
the suppression of star formation after reionization. Figure
2 shows the predicted luminosity function of galaxies at
various redshifts. The curves show whered2N/(dz d log Flps),N is the total number of galaxies in a single Ðeld of view of
NGST . Results are shown at redshift z \ 7 (Fig. 2, solid
curves) or 13 (dashed curves). In each pair of curves, the
upper curve at 0.1 nJy assumes a permanently neutral IGM
(i.e., and the lower one assumes a permanentlyzreion > z),
fully ionized IGM (i.e., Although our modelszreion ? z).
assign a Ðxed average luminosity to all halos of a given
mass and redshift, in reality such halos would have some
dispersion in their merger histories and thus in their lumi-
nosities. We thus include smoothing in the plotted lumi-
nosity functions, assuming that the Ñux of each halo can
vary by up to a factor of 2 around the mean for the set of
halos with its mass and redshift. As noted in ° 2, if star
formation is episodic, then the distribution of Ñuxes about
the mean could have a signiÐcant tail toward high lumi-
nosities. Note the enormous increase in the number density
of faint galaxies in a pre-reionization universe. Observing
this dramatic increase toward high redshifts would consti-
tute a clear detection of reionization and of its major e†ect
on galaxy formation. The e†ect is greatest below a Ñux limit
of 1 nJy, and detecting it therefore requires the capabilities
of an 8 m NGST . In the case of e†ective cooling beforeH2reionization, the luminosity functions in a neutral IGM
would follow the corresponding curves in Figure 2 down to
their peaks, but they would continue to rise toward even

FIG. 2.ÈPredicted luminosity function of galaxies at a Ðxed redshift.
With g \ 10%, the curves show where N is the totald2N/(dz d log Flps),number of galaxies in a single Ðeld of view of NGST , and is the limitingFlpspoint source Ñux at 0.6È3.5 km for NGST . Results are shown at redshift
z \ 7 (solid curves) or 13 (dashed curves). In each pair of curves, the upper
one at 0.1 nJy assumes a permanently neutral IGM (i.e., and thezreion > z),
lower one assumes a permanently fully ionized IGM (i.e., zreion ? z).

JWST lacks sensitivity to see the faint end galaxies at high redshift

Barkana & Loeb 2000

All

As seen
by JWST

IM can probe the galaxies other surveys can not reach!

Galaxy Assembly and SMBH/AGN-growth
Science White Paper for the Astro2010 Decadal Survey

R.A. Jansen et al.
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Fig. 1 — (a) The integral luminosity function at z ! 6 from various samples. Left and bottom axes give

the observed surface densities and fluxes, top and right axes absolute magnitudes and space densities. The

surface density of z ! 6 QSOs to AB=20mag from SDSS and its extrapolation to fainter fluxes using the

measured faint-end slope of the QSO LF (|α|! 1.6) are also shown. The faint-end slope of the galaxy LF
is significantly steeper: |α|! 1.8–2.0 (long-dashed curve). (b) The predicted surface density of z ! 7–8
objects, based on the very few candidates from the HST/NICMOS HUDF surveys (light blue upper limit

in panel a) and constrained by the total optical depth τ from WMAP, may be an order of magnitude lower
than that at z! 6, necessitating the very large survey areas proposed here (red dashed limits).

For how galaxies formed from perturbations in the primordial density field, reflected in the Cosmic

Microwave Background (CMB), remains a major problem. While numerical simulations can pre-

dict the formation of dark matter halos and their clustering, the formation of stars that render these

halos visible is a complex process and hard to predict a priori. Thus, there is a great need to study

galaxies observationally, at all redshifts. This is especially true at z ∼> 6, where two major changes
took place: (1) metal enrichment of the intergalactic medium (IGM), which must have occurred at

z∼> 6 given the observations of IGM metals even at z=5.7, and (2) reionization of hydrogen in the
IGM. Since metallicity and ionization of gas changes the nature of star formation by changing the

available cooling mechanisms, it is crucial to push back our discovery of galaxies to z> 6.

Surveys for galaxies at z∼> 7 are very difficult for many reasons, however. The galaxies are fainter,
both because of cosmological dimming and also because of smaller characteristic luminosities and

sizes, resulting in low object surface densities (e.g., Fig. 1). It is also important to realize that high

redshift galaxy formation is biased, resulting in strong spatial variations in number density. For

these reasons one would need to survey a large area (at least several deg2). These searches need

to be performed at λ∼> 975 nm, near and beyond the cut-off of Si CCDs. In the near-IR, there is a
tremendous advantage of going to space, with its >100–1000 times darker sky background.

One class of primordial galaxies is easily identified in narrow- or medium-band surveys from their

strong, narrow Lyα emission and their diminished flux blueward of this emission. Indeed, Lyα-
emitter surveys have proven to be the most successful technique to find galaxies at the earliest

cosmic epochs. While the Gunn-Peterson troughs are produced by neutral fractions of only 10−4

or 10−2 (for a homogenous or a clumpy IGM, respectively), the change in number density of

Lyα-emitters as a function of redshift traces neutral fractions of the IGM of ∼>30–80%. A quanti-
tative study based on this principle requires statistical samples of Lyα galaxies in each redshift bin.

Galaxy Assembly and SMBH/AGN-growth from Cosmic Dawn to the End of Reionization

JWST/TMT/E-ELT/ALMA will pin down galaxy luminosity function

Jansen+ 2009
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Intensity mapping integrates flux
from all galaxies

Intensity mapping in outline

Traditional galaxy survey identifies
individual galaxies

Bin galaxies to estimate density field

Probing integrated population of galaxies - is that 
easier or harder to interpret than individual galaxies?
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Which lines? Which redshifts?

Pritchard & Loeb 2012
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Figure 13. Ratio between line luminosity, L, and star formation rate, Ṁ�, for
various lines observed in galaxies and taken from Table 1 of Ref. [152]. For the
first 7 lines this ratio is measured from a sample of low redshift galaxies. The
other lines have been calibrated based on the galaxy M82. Some weaker lines, for
example for HCN, have been omitted for clarity.

lines in 3D intensity maps. Figure 13 shows the major lines that appear in the emission
spectrum of M82. By making a map at the appropriate frequency any of these lines
could be studied by intensity mapping. Two major challenges arise. The first is that
continuum foregrounds are typically larger than the signal from these lines by 2-3
orders of magnitude. This is an identical, although more tractable problem, as occurs
in the case of 21 cm studies of the EoR and has been studied in considerable detail.
Studies [134, 154, 155] show that, provided the continuum foreground is spectrally
smooth in individual sky pixels, it can be removed leaving very little residuals in the
cleaned signal.

Potentially more challenging is the issue of line confusion. If we look for the CO(1-
0) line (rest frame frequency of 115 GHz) in a map make at 23 GHz (corresponding to
emission by CO at z = 4) then our map will additionally consider emission from other
lines in galaxies at other redshifts (e.g. CO(2-1) from galaxies at z = 9). However,
the contaminating emission arises from di�erent galaxies which opens the possibility
of combining maps at di�erent frequencies corresponding to di�erent lines from the
same galaxies as a way of isolating a particular redshift. The emission from lines in the
same galaxies will correlate, while emission from lines in galaxies at di�erent redshifts
will not. ‡

Fortunately, it is possible to statistically isolate the fluctuations from a particular
redshift by cross correlating the emission in two di�erent lines [153, 152]. If one
compares the fluctuations at two di�erent wavelengths, which correspond to the same
redshift for two di�erent emission lines, the fluctuations will be strongly correlated.
However, the signal from any other lines arises from galaxies at di�erent redshifts which
are very far apart and thus will have much weaker correlation (see Figure 14). In this
way, one can measure either the two-point correlation function or power spectrum of

‡ This is similar to the suggestion of using the 21 cm map as a template to detect the deuterium
hyperfine line [9].

Righi+ 2008, 
Visbal & Loeb 2010
Carilli 2011, 
Gong+ 2011, 2012
Lidz+ 2011

Also:  Lya: lambda= 0.1215 um
         21cm: lambda=0.21 *106 um

Different lines probe different elements of galaxy ISM

Meiksin+ 2011
Silva+ 2012

Chang+2008, 
Loeb+2008
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Fig. 2.— The auto power spectrum of CO brightness temperature
fluctuations. The black solid, red dotted, red dashed, blue dashed,
and cyan dot-dashed curves show simulated CO power spectra at
different redshifts for various values of Mco,min. In each case the
duty cycle is fixed at fduty = 0.1. The green solid line is the model
of Equation 14 for z = 7.3, Mco,min = 1010M!, and fduty = 0.1.
The green dashed line shows the Poisson term, while the green
dot-dashed curve is the clustering term.

The Poisson term becomes increasingly important as
the host halos become more massive and less abundant.
The clustering term also becomes stronger for the more
massive halos, but the Poisson term grows more rapidly
with mass, and the two terms become comparable on
larger scales (smaller k) as the sources become rarer. For
example, in the Mco,min = Mcool model at z = 7.3, the
Poisson and clustering terms are comparable at k slightly
larger than 1h Mpc−1. On the other hand, if Mco,min

is as large as 1010M", the two terms cross at k ≈ 0.3h
Mpc−1 (see Figure 2). Note that the models compared in
the figure have a fixed duty cycle, fduty = 0.1. Decreas-
ing the duty cycle at constant Mco,min would increase
the Poisson term at fixed 〈b〉2Plin(k) and Poisson fluctu-
ations would dominate at still larger scales. Varying the
CO duty cycle also impacts the mean brightness temper-
ature, 〈TCO〉 ∝ fduty, and hence the overall normaliza-
tion of the model power spectra. The future CO surveys
considered in §7 potentially probe scales in which each
of the clustering and the Poisson term are important.

4.3. Parameter Variations

Before proceeding, let us further examine the impact
of some of the uncertainties in our modeling. Given the
success of the halo model of Equation 14 in matching the
results of numerical simulations, we will use it in this in-
vestigation. The simplest parameter variation to under-
stand is the impact of uncertainties in the normalization
of the LCO−M relation. The average brightness temper-
ature is proportional to this normalization, and so dialing
this value up or down simply results in boosting or dimin-

Fig. 3.— The CO auto spectrum for varying Mmin, with
Mco,min = Mmin and the SFRD fixed. The SFRD is fixed to
its value for the model in which the minimum host halo mass is
the atomic cooling mass. The models are at z = 7.3. The magenta
dashed line shows a contrasting model where star formation occurs
in halos down to the atomic cooling mass, but only halos above
Mco,min = 1010M! are CO luminous.

ishing the strength of the brightness temperature fluctu-
ations by the normalization squared. Next, increasing or
decreasing the duty cycle, fduty, also boosts/diminishes
〈TCO〉2 – and hence the power spectrum normalization
– as the square of the duty cycle, while simultaneously
varying the level of Poisson fluctuations as ∝ 1/fduty.
For example, for Mco,min = 108M" the clustering and
Poisson terms are comparable at k = 1h Mpc−1 for
fduty = 0.1, while these terms are comparable at k = 3h
Mpc−1 for fduty = 1.

We have already examined the impact of varying
Mco,min in Figure 2; as with the spatially averaged bright-
ness temperature the power spectrum is less sensitive to
Mmin itself provided the SFRD is fixed (§3). This is
quantified in Figure 3 which shows the impact of increas-
ing Mmin above the atomic cooling mass, while fixing
both the SFRD and Mco,min = Mmin. This is accom-
plished by increasing the normalization of the SFR-M
relation (Equation 5) as Mmin increases. Since 〈TCO〉
varies with the normalization of the SFR-M relation to
the 3/5th power, this compensates for most of the ex-
pected drop in 〈TCO〉. In addition, raising Mmin increases
both the bias factor and the level of Poisson fluctua-
tions which further compensates, and actually leads to
the fluctuations being larger in the high Mmin models
than in the atomic cooling mass model on some scales.

Finally we vary the power law index in the LCO − M
relation, LCO ∝ Mα. Our fiducial model adopts a lin-
ear relationship, α = 1, which we choose mainly for
simplicity. We also assume that the SFR is a linear
function of halo mass, while z ≤ 3 observations indi-

Amplitude evolves with <TCO>
and determined by SFR

Basic expectation is that IM follows underlying galaxy distribution - clustering + poisson

For fixed SFR, shape determined by
minimum mass for CO bright galaxies

Poisson

Clustering
increasing 
redshift

Details determined by complicated ISM physics - metalicity, stellar/AGN heating, chemistry,...

Lidz+ 2011

CO
Model either empirically or based on some first principle prescription
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Multiple lines isolates redshift slice

Possible foregrounds
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FIG. 1: A slice from our simulated realization of line emission from galaxies at an observed wavelength of 441µm (left) and
364µm (right). The slice is in the plane of the sky and spans 250 × 250 comoving Mpc2 with a depth of ∆ν/ν = 0.001. The
colored squares indicate pixels in our SPICA example (presented below) which have line emission greater than 200Jy/Sr for
the left panel and 250Jy/Sr for the right panel. The emission from OI(63µm) and OIII(52µm) is shown in red on the left and
right panels, respectively, originating from the same galaxies at z = 6. All of the other lines in Table I are included and plotted
in blue. Cross correlating data at these two observed wavelengths would reveal the emission in OI and OIII from z = 6 with
the other emission lines being essentially uncorrelated.

measured [1].

Here we use cosmological simulations to test the fea-
sibility of measuring the galaxy line cross power spec-
trum. We create synthetic data sets for two hypotheti-
cal instruments, one on the Space Infrared Telescope for
Cosmology an Astrophysics (SPICA) and the other con-
sisting of a pair of ground based radio telescopes opti-
mized to measure CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) emission from
high redshifts. We test how well the cross power spec-
trum can be measured and find agreement with the an-
alytical expectation derived in [1]. However there are
some additional complications. Small k-modes along the
line of sight which are contaminated during the fore-
ground removal process must be discarded, increasing
the statistical uncertainty on large spatial scales. Addi-
tionally, when masking out contaminating emission lines
from bright foreground galaxies one must be careful not
to introduce a spurious correlation between the data sets
being cross correlated.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the
methods used in this paper. This includes a brief review
of the galaxy line cross power spectrum, a description of
the synthetic data sets, the details of the simulations, and
a discussion of the steps involved in measuring the cross
power spectrum. In §3 and §4 we present our results for
the SPICA example and the CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) tele-
scopes, respectively. Finally, we discuss and summarize
our conclusions in §5. Throughout, we assume a ΛCDM
cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.73, Ωm = 0.27, Ωb = 0.045,
h = 0.7, ns = 0.96 and σ8 = 0.8, [12].

II. METHOD

A. Galaxy line cross power spectrum

First, we briefly review the galaxy line cross power
spectrum. For a more complete discussion, see Visbal
& Loeb (2010) [1]. We assume that emission is mea-
sured both as a function of angle on the sky and ob-
served wavelength. If one fits a smooth function of wave-
length along each direction on the sky and subtracts it
from the data, one obtains the fluctuations from the
average signal as a function of angle and wavelength:
∆S(θ1, θ2, ν) = S(θ1, θ2, ν) − S̄. There is a one to one
correspondence between angular position and wavelength
and spatial position for emission in a particular line. For
convenience we use comoving coordinates at the location
of the target galaxies instead of angle and wavelength.
The fluctuations at a particular location results from a
number of different sources,

∆S1 = ∆Sline1 +∆Snoise +∆Sbadline1 +∆Sbadline2 + . . .
(1)

which include contributions from the target galaxies we
wish to cross correlate, detector noise, and emission in
different lines from galaxies at different redshifts which
we refer to as “bad line” emission. One can cross corre-
late the fluctuations in two different lines from the same
galaxies. We define the line cross correlation function as,

ξ1,2(r) = 〈∆S1(ro,x)∆S2(ro, r+ x)〉, (2)

where subscripts denote different lines being cross cor-
related. The center of the survey volume is denoted by
ro, x is the distance from the center in the first set of

441μm map=> OI(63μm) 364μm map => OIII(52μm)

z=6

blue=other lines

Visbal & Loeb 2010
Visbal, Trac, Loeb 2011

Cross-correlation of two maps cleaning picks out galaxy distribution at fixed redshift
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Different lines probe different physics
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A survey of CO in submm galaxies 9
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Figure 3. The L0
CO–LFIR relation for our sample of SMGs,

colour-coded by the observed transition. Slopes are fitted to the
respective samples. We find that a fit to the Jup = 2 points has a
slope of 0.71 ± 0.19, the Jup = 3 points have a slope of 1.2 ± 0.3,
and the Jup = 4 points to have a slope of 2.1 ± 0.4. Hence the
L0
CO–LFIR relation is progressively steeper for increasing values

of Jup, as the observed gas becomes a more e�cient tracer of
active star formation.

has a density log10(n) = 5.5 cm�3 and a radiation field of
log10(G) = 2.0. Thus the volume-averaged radiation field
experienced by both components is between 30–100⇥ that
of the Milky Way. Given the high star-formation rates for
our SMG sample (⇠ 1000⇥ the Milky Way), these relatively
modest radiation fields suggest their star formation must be
spatially extended. Similarly, the characteristic densities we
derive range between that expected for the ISM in typical
star-forming galaxies and that in dense starburst systems
(see Fig. 4 in Danielson et al. 2011). As the bulk of the mass
in these galaxies is in the cool component, we can use the
best-fit density for this component and assume the gas is in a
1-kpc thick disk with a radius of R ⇠ 3 kpc (see §4.4) to pre-
dict a typical gas mass for an SMG of the order of ⇠ 1011 M�
comparable to the masses we estimate later in §4.4. However,
we caution that acceptable model fits to the SLED span a
significant range in parameters: the cool component can have
a density of 2.0 < log10 (n) < 3.0 and a range of acceptable
radiation fields of 1.0 < log10 (G) < 2.5, while the warm
component parameters have ranges 4.5 < log10 (n) < 6.5
and 2.0 < log10 (G) < 3.0.

Using the SLED shown in Fig. 4, we calculate median
brightness temperature ratios (equivalent to line luminosity
ratios) which we use to convert our Jup > 2 observations into
an equivalent 12CO J =1–0 flux. These are given in Table 3,
and we use them throughout this work. These values agree
well with values reported elsewhere in the literature (e.g.
Ivison et al. 2011).

4 THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SMGS

In this section, we describe the modes and methods used to
derive physical parameters for our sample of SMGs – these
are given in Table 5.
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Figure 4. The 12CO SLED for the SMGs in our sample. All
SMGs have been normalised to the mean far-IR luminosity of
the sample as detailed in the text, and fluxes have been adjusted
to the median redshift of the sample (z = 2.2). Top: The 12CO
SLED for our SMGs, in (normalised) flux units. The SMGs in
our sample with multiple-Jup observations available in the liter-
ature are shown by connecting dotted lines. The colour-coding
is shown in the inset legend. SMGs with only a single observed
transition are shown as blue circles. The median SLED of the
sample, along with the bootstrapped error, is overlaid. Middle:
The median SLED compared to other well-studied galaxies, nor-
malised to the flux in the 12CO (3–2) transition. Bottom: The
median SLED, fit with PDR models as discussed in the text. The
median SLED shows a moderate excitation, similar to that of
SMM J2135-0102 and is best fit by a two-component model of
the ISM.

c
� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??

Bothwell+ 2012

increasing CO 
rotational levels 

ISM versus IGM Parts of ISM

e.g. CO excitation
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Fig. 5.— The cross power spectrum between the CO and 21
cm brightness temperature fluctuations. Top panel: The absolute
value of the cross spectrum between 21 cm and CO emission in
units of (µK)2 at different redshifts and ionization fractions. The
redshifts at the corresponding ionization fractions are (z, 〈xi〉) =
(6.90, 0.82); (7.32, 0.54); (8.34, 0.21). The red dashed line adopts
Mco,min = 1010M!, while the other curves assume that halos down
to the atomic cooling mass host CO-luminous sources. Bottom
panel: The cross-correlation coefficient between the two fields as a
function of wavenumber.

ture at spatial position r can be written as (e.g. Zaldar-
riaga et al. 2004):

T21(r) = 28mK〈xHI〉 [1 + δx(r) ][ 1 + δρ(r)]

[

1 + z

10

]1/2

.

(17)

Here 〈xHI〉 denotes the volume-averaged neutral hydro-
gen fraction, δx(r) denotes the fractional fluctuation in
neutral hydrogen density at spatial position r, and δρ(r)
is the fractional gas density fluctuation. We will also
use the symbol 〈xi〉 = 1 − 〈xHI〉 to denote the volume-
averaged ionization fraction. The timing and duration
of reionization are still quite uncertain, and so the red-
shift at which a given fraction of the IGM volume is ion-
ized may be different than in our particular reionization
model. However, Furlanetto et al. (2006b) and McQuinn
et al. (2007a) show that the size of the ionized regions
during reionization depend mostly on the ionized frac-
tion, 〈xi〉, rather than the precise redshift at which a
given volume is ionized. As a result, the shape of the
cross spectrum at a given ionization fraction is likely a
more robust prediction than that at a given redshift.

Using Equation 17, we produce maps of the 21 cm
field from outputs of the reionization simulations at var-
ious redshifts/ionized fractions. We then measure the
cross power spectrum between the 21 cm maps and
the CO intensity maps described in the previous sec-
tion. The results of these calculations are shown in
Figure 5. The top panel shows the absolute value of

the cross spectrum, while the bottom panel indicates
the cross correlation coefficient between the two ran-
dom fields as a function of wavenumber, r21,CO(k). The
cross correlation coefficient is defined by r21,CO(k) =

P21,CO(k)/ [PCO,CO(k)P21,21(k)]1/2 and is 1 (−1) for
wavenumbers in which the two fields are perfectly corre-
lated (anti-correlated), while it is zero for wavenumbers
in which the two fields are completely uncorrelated.

The simulated cross spectra are similar to those in
Lidz et al. (2009), and we refer the reader to this pa-
per for a more detailed discussion, but summarize some
of the main features here.6 On large scales, the 21 cm
and CO fields are anti-correlated. To understand this,
consider length scales larger than the size of the ionized
bubbles during a given stage of reionization. Regions
that are overdense on large scales contain more galax-
ies, and are hence brighter in CO emission than typi-
cal regions. The same regions, however, correspond to
mostly ionized portions of the 21 cm map, and are con-
sequently dimmer than average in 21 cm emission. On
these spatial scales, the two fields are consequently anti-
correlated. On the other hand, the two fields are uncor-
related on scales smaller than the ionized bubbles around
groups of CO-emitting galaxies. This occurs because the
gas at each point within an ionized region is highly ion-
ized irrespective of the precise galaxy density. Similarly,
fully neutral regions do not contain galaxies (unless some
galaxies have very low ionizing photon escape fractions).

The cross-correlation coefficient, r21,CO(k), in Figure 5
illustrates exactly these trends. On large scales, the sim-
ulated r21,CO(k) goes to r21,CO(k) = −1, while it drops
to zero on small scales. The scale where r21,CO(k) goes
to zero increases with decreasing redshift as the Universe
becomes progressively more ionized and the ionized re-
gions grow. The red dashed line shows that this behav-
ior is sensitive, however, to the minimum mass of CO-
luminous galaxies. In the red-dashed line model Mco,min

is larger than the fiducial value, (Mco,min = 1010M!

rather than Mco,min = Mcool), and the cross spectrum
turns over on larger scales. This happens because the
more massive halos are more clustered, and hence tend
to be surrounded by larger bubbles than the less mas-
sive halos. Although the ionized regions at the stages
of reionization considered here are much larger than the
size of HII regions around individual galaxies, it is still
the case that more massive halos live in larger overdensi-
ties and tend to be surrounded by larger ionized regions.
In order to interpret the cross spectrum’s turnover scale
unambiguously, one hence needs to separately constrain
Mco,min, which may be possible with measurements of
the CO auto spectrum.

In principle, the turnover in the cross spectrum be-
tween a ‘traditional’ galaxy survey, with resolved galax-
ies, and the redshifted 21 cm signal, may be easier to
interpret than the intensity mapping signal considered
here. However, as discussed in the introduction, tra-
ditional galaxy surveys are poorly matched to the red-
shifted 21 cm observations. Furthermore, surveys for
high redshift LAEs are the only high redshift galaxy sur-

6 The main difference with Lidz et al. (2009) is that the CO
emission in our model is proportional to the mass-weighted halo
abundance, while these authors’ galaxy density field is directly pro-
portional to the halo abundance.

increasing
bubble 

size

un-correlated

anti-correlated

Lidz+ 2011
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How do you observe this stuff?
Desiderata: To match 21cm:  ~25deg2 survey, ~6 arcmin resolution
                 For CO: dν/ν~0.003, noise ~0.1-1μK

For CO(2-1) at z=7, νobs~30GHz, λobs=1cm,
=> Dantennae~12cm, Dmax~6m

=> need filled array with ~900 antennaes to get 1μK noise (~80 times VSA/CBI)

Best technology? e.g. dishes+focal plane array, interferometer,...

Very Small Array (VSA) Cosmic Background Imager (CBI): 
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EoR Intensity mapping questions

• IM plays two roles in EoR:
    (1) Tracer of galaxies for cross-correlation with 21 cm
    (2) Probe properties of faint galaxies and ISM

•What aspects of galaxy population can IM constrain?
e.g. clustering, star formation history, excitation, metalicity,...

• Which lines and which combinations of lines are most 
interesting for understanding ISM of early galaxies? 

• How well can the signal be predicted/interpreted? How well 
can it be measured?

•What experimental techniques get you to the sensitivity?


